Equipping your classroom with 21st century tools that inspire teaching and learning success. At the heart of an interactive classroom are innovative teachers and engaged students. At its cornerstone is the TS Series interactive whiteboard, giving teachers the power to energize classrooms and transform learning.

"It transformed my teaching style, my classroom and my students."

Joyce C.
4TH GRADE TEACHER
AMCA—THE ACADEMY
Educational edge
With the TS Series interactive whiteboard, you can:
Bring your existing web resources and software tools to life. Add class notes, sketches and drawings. Save them digitally and distribute to your students or parents. Use customizable RM Easiteach® curriculum tools to create virtually unlimited lessons and activities. Expand your teaching toolbox with a multimedia library packed full of images and flash activities.

Inspired teaching
The TS Series interactive whiteboard is easy to use and keeps students engaged at every level. Use the touch-sensitive surface to open web pages, highlight lessons, and interact with graphics software using your finger or the stylus.

No software to learn
True plug-and-play capability allows teachers to power up and begin teaching immediately. Relax! No special training required.

Works with all your favorite tools
Including web browsers, Microsoft® PowerPoint® and Excel®, The Geometer’s Sketchpad® and more.

Integrated controls
Drive the board at the board—instead of from a computer.

Grow your technology expertise as you go
RM content tools, sample lessons and activities are included for use as your comfort level increases.

Interactive classroom
The TS Series interactive whiteboard offers teachers a multi-sensory medium for turning every lesson into a dynamic one, with practical features that make teaching more efficient.

Capture and save
Print, email or upload all your notes— for easy access and distribution of lesson content.

Connect and go
The PolyVision driver is available on CD to make any computer—teacher’s or student’s—whiteboard-ready.

Defy wear and tear
Designed to flex under pressure, the board’s frame stands up to the rigors of any K-12 classroom. The virtually indestructible writing surface has the lowest surface gloss on the market for bright, clear images.

Intuitive learning
Included with the board, RM Easiteach educational software adds dimension and flexibility to lesson plans. Content tools bring science, math, geography and language arts to life.

• Select from more than 2,000 images to illustrate lessons
• Save time on lesson plans and in class by eliminating the need to write, draw, rewrite and redraw frequently-accessed information
• Increase student involvement and understanding with visual and animated models to represent complex concepts

Combined with the TS Series interactive whiteboard, the Qwizdom® student response system lets you assess retention and comprehension as often as you like.

• Adapt lessons to learning needs
• Increase student participation
• Confirm student understanding

Options
Get greater performance by opting for the following:

Lightning™ one-touch calibration technology
No more tedious, time-consuming calibration—just press a button and the projected image on the whiteboard is realigned immediately.

Bluetooth® communication
Connect the computer to the TS 600 from any spot in the room, no cables involved.

3M™ Super Close Projection System
Focus on your students rather than the bright light of the projector with the 3M short-throw projection system. Move freely without casting a shadow. Use built-in speakers to make audio lessons sing.

eVision™ PolyVision is committed to move toward sustainability in all areas of environmental stewardship—to protect people, replenish natural resources, and restore the communities in which we work and live.
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